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Vivian Chiu has been working as an art-direct assistance since she graduated from RMIT in 2013. 
Her work involves communicating with the director and developing a visual concept within 
minutes or sometimes even seconds. After graduation, she has not only been accommodating 
herself to the high-pressure work environment, but also been adaptive to the big switch 
between Australia and Asia.  As a member of the art- direct crew, she takes on the spirit of 
exploring possibilities in the creation of visual and physical experience. She persists in pushing 
the boundaries of what is realisable in various spaces and designing installations that are 
beyond imagination.

LinBay Design Studio is a Taipei-based film art directing and interior design studio. The studio 
has a strong profile in the art direction of music videos for popular music stars such as Khalil 
Fong from Hong Kong and Jay Chou from Taiwan. It also collaborates with international brands 
such as Absolut Vodka and Nike to hybrid global influence with local culture. 

ABSOLUT NIGHTS

Absolut Nights is a global series of unique events that 
collaborate with boundary-pushing artists organised 
by Absolut Vodka. Absolut Night in Shanghai was a 
paralleling VIP party for Art021 Shanghai Contemporary 
Art Fair in 2014. The night was held in Long Museum 
accommodating 3 artists’ works together with a whole 
set of atmospheric lighting system. From initial idea 
generating to finishing construction, the preparation 
process took approximately two months. 

The design of the night aimed at building an interactive 
space between the art works and the participants. Light, 
dance floor, style and persona were set as the four key 
words responding to the original Red Hook NY Night 
where light and sound was produced for a dance party. 
The design of Absolut Night highlighted the spirit of art 
and a playful night-life attitude in a high-technology 
theme. The challenge of the design was to moderate 
three main ideas: creating one space that speaks for 
different artists; resonating the elements in the original 
night in New York; and fulfilling the requirements from 
Absolut Vodka, Art021 and Long Museum.


